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Family Council
What is it? What does it do?
I have recently started to attend the Family Council
meetings that are held every three months. I discovered a
very small group doing wonderful things for our family
members that reside within the Long Term and Memory
units. The meetings are informal and welcoming but the
council has the power to make decisions and have projects that impact the care of the clients.
The first major project has been the reality of the Family
Room, which I deeply thank the council for their work,
donations and dedication. We use it every week to visit
with our family member. More designated parking for
visitors came as a suggestion from the Council. By bouncing ideas off of each other, which is the core of the
meetings; music therapy is being added, additional infrared heat lamps for shower room is being considered, and
numerous small improvements have resulted. A typical
meeting also includes an update of staffing, new equipment that has been received or discussion of needs, what

staff is doing to improve the lives of the residents’ example: additional help during evening meals, and updates of
reviews and surveys.
Meetings lasting only an hour have resulted in improvements. NEEDED are more ideas, so please consider
attending the next meeting in August. If you can’t attend
there is a new sign in and suggestion book in the Family Room
where you can write to your heart’s content and either sign so
a Family Council member could contact you or you can remain
anonymous. One member was given suggestions to bring to the
May meeting by someone who was unable to attend. We need
your input to know what we are missing and what you would
like to see for your family members. Suggestions of time and
date of meetings to accommodate more to join would be appreciated.
Next big projects include a Gazebo and widening the sidewalks
and adding something for shade outside the Family Room so
residents can be outside more, our outside time is too short in
MN and then sometimes too hot if there is no shade.
Hope to see meet you at the next meeting, Pat Robb

